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Contemporary modern folk music, Elegant and sophisticated with a taste of blues, A touch of country, A

splash of rock, A dash of pop and a whole lot of heart and soul. 15 MP3 Songs FOLK: Folk Pop, FOLK:

Modern Folk Details: Cinder Jean Strands Of Time There's a story behind these fine lines of laughter,

Love and sorrow of pain and joy and hope and still room for tomorrow, Still a little room left for tomorrow,

Along these strands of time, Along these thin strands of time... Cinder Jean and her new CD "Strands Of

Time" reveals more than you might think. Imagine someone between Sarah Mc Lachlan and Bonnie Raitt

and you'll be on the track of what Cinder sounds like. Featured musicians on this CD are Mike Hightower

(bass and drums) Lorenzo Martinez (percussion) Mike "Crawdaddy" Crawley (Harmonica) David West

(Electric Guitar) Robert Thomas (Electric Guitar) and Cinder Jean (Vocals, Acoustic Guitar, Piano and

(Harmonica.) Cinder's voice is emotionally charged and uniquely elegant and sultry. The integrity of her

songs and the quality of her voice and acoustic guitar playing will pull you in and hold you. With intelligent

lyrics and unforgettable melodies, these well crafted songs are as much inspirational as they are

entertaining. Her musical influences are Joni Mitchell, Bonnie Raitt, Sarah Mc Lachlan, Shawn Colvin,

Neil Young and the list goes on... but her refreshing and positive style is all her own. Cinder's songs are

based on her own life experiences and tell stories we can all relate to. Through the flat lands of Texas,

Through New Mexico, Through the heat of Arizona all the way back to her home in Santa Barbara

California, Cinders CD "Strands Of Time" has arrived. "like birth pains of labor after years of hard work

you're finally face to face with your "CD baby" and it's all your own, yet not your own but here to share

with the world"... Cinder wrote all of the songs on her CD. Produced by Mike (Mississippi) Hightower and

Cinder Jean, Mike Hightower hails from Jackson Mississippi and his skills as a sound recording engineer

are genius. As a Bass player and producer on Cinder's CD Mike Hightower has also produced many gold
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records for artists such as Rick James, Klymax, El Delbarge, Pebbles, Ice T and more. Biography of

Cinder Jean "A brilliant poet, marvelous songwriter, and beautiful guitarist, Cinders CD "Strands Of Time"

is a true reflection her life and the musical journey she has taken over the past ten years. Give yourself a

chance to listen carefully to Strands Of Time... Born in Los Angeles California in the city of Manhattan

Beach, Cinder received her first guitar at the age of ten as a Birthday present. And thus Cinder's mostly

self-taught guitar style emerged. In her young teenage years, most of her musical performances took

place in her bedroom to an audience of one, (Her best friend.) With her head down and her face buried in

all of her hair, She had no aspiration to use music to entertain but was content with the self-expression

and catharsis that song writing and poetry offered. It was Cinder's first gig that broke the shy side of her

personality and she recognized her calling to the stage was much stronger then her shyness. Her early

gigs were at venues in the Santa Barbara and Ventura area opening for artists such as (Dave Mason, Al

Stewart, Donovan, Don Mc Lean, Arlo Guthrie and many more. Cinder was a part of the "Classic Concert

Series" at the "Ventura Beach Holiday Inn Resort Hotel" In the late eighties where she met Jazz Pianist

Robert W. Brown. They moved to New Mexico and pursued a career on the road together touring from

Japan to Alaska and through out many parts of the North and Southwest of America covering a wide

range of music from Jazz, Country, Pop, Rock, Blues and Originals. The two were quite successful I must

add playing many night clubs, private parties and resort hotels. After ten years on the road touring as

"Nightshades," Cinder moved back to her home in Santa Barbara, California to record some of the songs

she had been quietly amassing over through out her time on the road. The result is a collection of fifteen

songs centered around the theme of her life on the road, the heart aches of love and the joys and sorrows

life can bring. In Cinder's own words the best description for both her music and her purpose in sharing it

with the world is to bring a message of hope and try to make the world a better place through art and

music. "Although time has turned our paths the memories of all our laughs will stay inside my mind along

these thin strands of time..." Cinder Jean For song lyrics and more information on Cinder Jean, Visit her

web site cinderjean.com
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